
DATE:  ___________________ CONTRACTOR:  _______________________________________

EXISTING PERMIT #_________________ SITE ADDRESS:  ______________________________

SUBDIVISION:  _____________________________ LOT:  _______ BLK:  ________ TRACK:  _________

SINGLE FAMILY OFFICE CONDO # OF UNITS _____ VACANT LAND

DUPLEX WAREHOUSE MULTI-DWELLING # OF UNITS ____ SCHOOL

MOBILE HOME RETAIL OTHERS: __________________ CHURCH

 ELECTRICAL:   TEMPORARY UNDERGROUND FULL

Please choose one of the following, if it is an alteration project and your requesting underground or full permit,count .
 you will need to indicate opening 

     NEW/ADDITION

     ALTERATION           OPENINGS ________

PLUMBING: TEMPORARY GAS            GAS UNDERGROUND FULL

Please choose one of the following, if there is a star in front of the box then you are required 
to indicate what you are installing. NOTE:  For water heaters give the btu's

     RESIDENTIAL NEW/ADDITION RESIDENTIAL ALTERATION     *

     COMMERICIAL NEW/ADDITION    * COMMERICIAL ALTERATION   *
INSTALLING:  ________________________________________________________________________________

  ________________________________________________________________________________
  ________________________________________________________________________________
  ________________________________________________________________________________

MECHANICAL: BOILER ONLY    REFRIGERATION       UNDERGROUND FULL

ENVIRONMENT AIR

Please choose one of the following, if there is a star in front of the box you choose then you are required 
to indicate what you are installing. NOTE:  boilers, furnaces, cooling units, unit heaters, fireplaces you will 
need to supply us with the btu's.  Fans supply the cfm's if more then 2000. (each)

     RESIDENTIAL NEW/ADDITION RESIDENTIAL ALTERATION    *

     COMMERICIAL NEW/ADDITION    * COMMERICIAL ALTERATION   *

INSTALLING:  ________________________________________________________________________________
  ________________________________________________________________________________
  ________________________________________________________________________________
  ________________________________________________________________________________

PAYMENT:  In order to request a permit per fax you will be required to have a credit card on file.

TYPE OF PERMIT YOUR REQUESTING

MUNICIPALITY OF ANCHORAGE
BUILDING SAFETY DIVISION

PERMIT REQUEST FORM

TYPE OF BUILDING

RESIDENTIAL COMMERCIAL

DESCRIPTION
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